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Reviewed by Kevin and Shauna Christensen

Nephite Feminism Revisited: Thoughts on
Carol Lynn Pearson's View of Women
in the Book of Mormon
And after this manner of language did my father.
Lehi, comfort my mother, Sariah. (1 Nephi 5:6)
Periodically. readers of the Book of Mormon have raised the
issue of its depict ion of women and specifi c messages that it has
for women. Having come to regard Carol Lynn Pearson as a cultural treasure, we looked forward to reading her essay on this topic
in the March 1996 Sunstone, "Cou ld Feminism Have Saved the
Nephites?" The question is certainly interesting, and her asking
voice is important and eloquent. While affirming that "The Book
of Mormon is indeed a book written for our day, and it contains
many powerful lessons that can gready benefit us" (p. 32), she
expresses concerns about what she sees as the "near unrelenting
militarism" of the Nephites, "the absence of women in the record
and the st unning, negative female imagery" (p. 32). We sy mpathize with her concerns and can agree with some of her general
propositions and observat ions. Compared to the Bible, particularly
Ihe Gospels, the Book of Mormon neglects the female perspective. 1 However, her case lurns out 10 be seriously flawed, and if we
Another treatment of this topic includes Maureen Ursenbach Beecher
and Lavina Fielding Anderson. cds .. Sisurs in Spirit: Mormon Women ill Historical and CuiJural Perspective (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987).
One essay from that volume, by Melodie Moench Charles, "Precedents for Mormon Women from the Scriptures," noted that the attention given to women was
not impressive and that Book of Mormon authors apparently saw women as less
significant than men; nevertheless, "the most important teachings show that
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take her charges at face value, they unjustly dim inish O Uf appreciation of the Book of Mormon. In this review, we point QU I
problems in her essay, but do so hoping to address many of the
concerns that she voices. We do not intend to diminish her many
accomplishments elsewhere.
OUf initia l focus was on her neglect of important Book of
Mormon texts and contexts that contradict or modify spec ific
statements that she makes. Reviewers of drafts of this paper encouraged us [0 undertake a broader approach to the issue of
women in the Book of Mormon, rather than just responding to her
paper. Accordingly. we include observations relevant to her questions that go beyond the specific cases she mentions.
We affirm that the message of the Book of the Mormon for
women is a positive one, more so than has bee n recognized by
most readers. We shall consider several kinds of ev idence that this
is so:
•
•
•
•
•

Doctrinal statements and the abse nce of proscriptive
statements
Type-scenes in volving specific women
Imagery concerni ng a Divine Mother
Symbolism in narrati ve context
The sign ificance of the narrator perspecti ve (male,
Nephite. military)

We shall also discuss the influence of culture and biographical
influences on contemporary reader expectat ions on the lext. We
must point out that Pearson's paper seems never to analyze passages in contcxt. Instead. she quotes isolated texts and makes su bjective evaluations. This approach generates questions that illuminate contemporary concerns. bu t such a method can not provide
definitive answers. Even her most pass ionate assertions-that th ere
is a correlation between an apparent sexism and the seemi ng militarism of the Nephites--comcs with no textual or contextual
analysis of the causes of the Book of Mormon conflicts or of the
Nephite attitudes and policies regardi ng war. She observes the
salvation is avai lable equally to all" (ibid., 52). Charles gives the Book of
Mormon four pages. Also. Donna Lee Bowen and Camille S, Williams have written an informative essay. "Women in the Book of Mormon," in Encyclopedia of
Mormonjsm, 4: 1577-80.
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accounts of violence and reacts with horror, express ing her feel ing
that such passages "stain the pages of the book" (p. 34). But she
never looks at the wars either in the ancient context or in terms of
their contemporary relevance, thus neglecti ng to note that the
negative depiction of war is intended to engender fee lings of sorrow and repugnance among reade rs.
We shall a lso describe the results of a computer-based searc h
and contextual readings that suggest that women have a stro nger
presence in the text than fi rst appears. Pearson cites a statistical
st ud y of ratios of he/his versus she/her pronouns in the Book of
Mormon as ev idence of Nephite marginalization and neglect of
women (p. 35).2 Here, we shall examine textual and con textual
evidence that generali zati ons about women's inclusion in the
Book of Mormon based on these statistics have been mi sleading .
We shall show that the language is far more gender-inclusive tha n
is common ly recognized)
Overall , we attempt to select more comprehe nsively, to pay
more attention to narrator perspective and cultural context, and to
incorporate new discoveries about text and context. We value the
text differently and a lso see a more satisfactory interpretation.

Doctrinal Statements and the Absence of Proscriptive
Statements
Our women ... were strong, yea, even like unto the
men. (I Nephi 17:2)
Quoting a rare "statement that would appear in viting to
women," Pearson cites Alma 32:23: "And now, he imparteth his
word by angels unto men, yea, not on ly unto men, but women
also." Then she asks, "Where are the stories to demon strate this
ex pansive doct rine? .. Was there somethin g going on that did
not make it s way into the record?" (p. 34).

2 Ci!ing "Peculiar Pcople," SU'ISfOIl~ (December 1991): 63.
3 It may be useful!o note !hal the Book of Mormon was never intended as
a woman's history text. Although wonen in a patriarchal socie!y by men, the
lessons are for both sexes.
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Before we look closer at the stories that do appear in the record. let's recall some of the expansive doctrines thai expressly
refer to women.
And he cometh into the world that he may save all
men if they will hearken unto his voice; for behold. he
suffereth the pains of all men, yea, the pains of every
living crealUre, both men, women, and children, who
belong to the family of Adam. (2 Nephi 9:21)

Behold, my sons, and my daughters, who are the sons
and the daughters of my first-born, I would that ye
should give ear unto my words.
For the lord God hath said that: Inasmuch as ye
shall keep my commandments ye shall prosper in the
land; and inasmuch as ye will nOI keep my commandments ye shall be cui off from my presence. (2 Nephi
4:3-4)
For ... he inviteth them all to come unto him and
partake of his goodness; and he denieth none that
come unto him, black and white, bond and free, male
and female; and he remembereth the heathen; and all
are alike UniO God, both Jew and Gentile. (2 Nephi
26:33)
And now, because of the covenant which ye have
made ye shall be called the ch ildre n of Christ, his sons,
and hi s daughters; for behold, this day he halh spiritually begotten you; for ye say that your hearts are
changed through faith on his name; therefore, ye are
born of him and have become his sons and his daughters. (Mosiah 5:7)
And the Lord said unto me: Marvel not that all
mankind, yea, men and women, all nations, kindreds,
tongues and people, must be born again; yea, born of
God, changed from their carnal and fallen state, to a
state of righteousness, being redeemed of God, becoming his sons and daughters. (Mos iah 27:25)
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Honor thy father and thy mot her, that thy days
may be long upon the land which the Lord thy God
givet h thee . (Mosiah 13:20)
The spirit and the body shall be reunited again In
its perfect form; bot h limb and joint shall be restored
to its proper frame, even as we now are at this time ; and
we shall be brought to stand before God, knowing even
as we kno w now, and have a bright recollection of all
our guilt .
Now, this restoration shall come to ali, both old and
young , both bond and free, both male and female. both
the wicked and the righteous. (A lma 11 :43-44)
From these statements, and man y others which use inclusive
language, we see that the promises and obli gation s of the gospel
are the same for both men and women. Pearson gives a nod to
some of these positive statements, but misses the point that, unlike
the Bible, the Book of Mormon never makes proscriptive state·
ments with respect to women's roles. In the course of delivering
his message, Mormon descri bes hi s cu lture, but never circum·
scribes ours.

When Women Move to the Foreground
Given that the Book of Mormon doesn't often mention indi·
vidual women, what can we learn from those instances when it
does? In researching thi s essay, we have realized that when women
move from the backgrou nd to the foreground in the Book of
Mormon they typ ically do so for three reasons:
• to highlight profoundly arc hetypal situations
• to show the mutual dependence and independent agency
of men and women
• to em phasize that the promises and obligations of the
gospel apply equally to me n and women
There is a cons istency and deliberation in this on the part of
the authors that suggests a positive intent and attitude. Pearson
contrasts the Book of Mormon with the Bible, observing that the
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Bible far more frequentl y describes strong female role models. 4
Nevertheless. the stories we do have in the Book of Mo rmon have
more significance that she realizes.

Abish and the Lamanite Queen
I say unto thee, woman, there has not been such g reat
faith among all the people of the Nephites. (Alma
19: 10)
Alma 18- 19 contain s the single most detailed account of individual fe male actions and words in the entire Book of Mo rmo n.
This is the story of Ammon's preaching to the Lamanite king, the
king's conve rsion and lapse into apparent death , the testin g and
conversion of the queen. her fall into a deathlike state, the appearance of Abish. and her role in the resolution of the cris is. Given
that the editor, Mormon, so often neg lects the female perspective,
why does he give space to Alma's detailed story of these women's
actions and words unless he sees them as parti cularly sig nifi cant?
If Mormon has anything spec ific to say about women, he must be
saying it here .
So the story of Abish and La mo ni 's queen in Alma 19 is potentially c rucial. But. according to Pearson, the queen " is a nothe r
spiritually dependent woman: she docs not receive from God but
from her husband's servants the know ledge that Ammon is a
prophet" (p . 35). In Pearson' s report, the queen ex ists only to
teach us that, to a wife, " the husband must never stink ." She deri ves thi s lesson, not from her own close reading of the text, but
from an anonymous teacher, a readin g she holds up for deserved
ridicul e. Other passages in the Book of Mormon don't hesitate to
criticize errant husbands and fathers. For example, Jacob not o nl y
chastises Nephite husbands for infidelity (see Jacob 2:31-35), but
explain s that he has come to deliver hi s prophetic message because the Lord has heard the prayers of those Nephite women.

4
In passing. we must observe that Pearson's contrast or the Bible and
Book or Mormon overlooks many examples or "negative imagery" in the Bible
(Deli lah. Jczcbc l, Salome, etc.) and several striking instances of "positive imagery" in the Book of Mormon.
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For behold, 1, the Lord, have seen the sorrow, and
heard the mourn ing of the daughters of my people in
the land of Jerusalem, yea, and in all the lands of my
people, because of the wickedness and abominat ions of
thei r husbands. (Jacob 2:3 1)
In Mos iah 25: 12, the children of Noah's runaway priests re·
fuse to be assoc iated with their fathers, taki ng upon themselves the
name of Nephi . Obviously then, Book of Mormon writers do not
place hu sbands on an unassailable pedestal. We should not assume
bl ind approval even in the case of the stolen Lamanite daughters
who at one point pled for the lives of the ir husbands (see the dis·
cuss ion on pages 37- 39 of this review). Here we hope to provide a
more en lighten ing reading of the text.
In Alma 18:23-24, the king, hav ing believed Am mon's
preach ing, fall s to earth as if dead. He is mourned by his fam ily
and, after two days and nights, they are about to bury the king.
Now the queen having heard of the fame of Ammon, therefore she sent and des ired that he should
come in unto her. And it came to pass that Ammon di d
as he was commanded, and went in unto the queen, and
desired to know what she would that he should do. And
she said unto him: The servant s of my husband have
made it know n unto me that thou art a prophet of a
holy God, and th at thou hast power to do many mi ghty
works in his name. (Al ma 19:2-4)
In Alma 19, the words that the queen heard came to her as a
witness fro m the servants and a testimony from Ammon. The capacity to believe Ammon's testimony as she did came from God.
Ammon says of her, "B lessed art thou because of thy exceeding
faith ; I say unto thee, woman, there has not been such great faith
among all the people of the Nephites" (Alma 19: I0) . This signals
us to pay attention.
When the king rises from his near-death state, he reaches out
to her and declares that "I have seen my Redeemer; and he shall
co me forth, and be born of a woman, and he shall redeem all
mankind who shall believe on his name" (Alma 19: 13). At this.
the ki ng and the queen are both overpowered by the Spirit. This
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leads into the story of Abish, which Pearson alludes to without
analysis except to say that "Abish. who performs one of the few
strong deeds by a woman in the book,s had converted to the Lord
because of a remarkable vision her father had had years before,
not a vision of her own" (p.35). Before we look at the "s tron g
deed" that Abish performs, compare the language of the Book of
Mormon with Pearson's version:
lAbish] havi ng been converted unto the Lord for
many years, on account of a re markable vision of her
father. (Alma 19: 16)
Note that the text does nOI specify a vision "that her father
had" or a "vision of her fat her's." It says "a vision of her father." It seems a better readi ng to c redit Abish with having a vision of her father,6 which led to her conversion. This is one of
those instances in which the reader's paradigm co lors the interpretation of the text. It is unde rstandable that Pearson overlooked this
poss ibility, since many of us have come to a similar conclusion.
But yet, once someone (in this case, John Hansen) provides a better reading,' the possibility seems quite obv ious. Clearly. we all
need to read more carefully .
Now look closely at the "strong deed" in Alma 19:29-30:
And it came to pass that she [Abish] went and took
the queen by the hand, that perhaps she might raise he r
from the ground; and as soon as she touched her hand
she [the queen] arose and stood upon he r feet, and
cri ed with a loud voice, saying : 0 blessed Jesus, who
has saved me from an awful hell! 0 blessed God, have
mercy on th is people !
And when she had said this, she clasped her hands,
being fi lled with joy, speaki ng many words which were
5
Whi le not often named, the wome n in the Book of Mormon participate
in intcnsely dram:llic situations from start to finish. Strength was obviously
required for endurance aTd for survival. See. for e)(amp!c, I Nephi 5: 1-8; 7: 19;
17:1-2; 18:19: 2 Ncphi 5:6- 7; 2 Nephi 17: 14; Mosinh 5:7; Mosiah 25:12;
and so forth .
6
Which father? Earthly or heavenly? Either is plausible in light of current ncar-death literature.
Post to a Listserv on Thursday, 12 September 1996.
7
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not understood; and when she had done this, she too k
the king, Lamoni , by the hand, and behold he arose
and stood upon hi s fee t.
Here we have women in volved in prophecy, healing, speaki ng
in tongues, and vis ions. Pearson had asked, "W here are the stories
10 de monstrale (God 's impart ing hi s word 10 women alsop"
Certainly, here is one, At this poi nt in the story, the queen, like
Abish. has had her own witness directl y from the Lord, and she
can in now ise be considered "spirit uall y dependent" on her hus·
band with respect to her knowledge. In describ ing the queen this
way, Pearson overlooks ent irely the queen' s subseque nt vis ion .
Most of us at some point in our li ves have to dec ide to place a
part icle of belief in someone else's words and testi mony (see
Al ma 32 on faith). This is a co mmon human experience, a by·
product of infancy, childhood, and na"lvete on any subject outside
of our personal ex perience. If a wife were 10 receive a profo und
spiritual ep iphany alone atop a plateau in Mesa Verde and her
husband were to believe her, wou ld Pearson then be justified in
desc ribing him as a spiritu ally dependent male? Or, on the other
hand, if a husband dismissed his wife's re port and testimony,
merely on the grounds th at, as a male, he should possess an inde·
pendent mi nd and spirit, would Pearson judge him favorably? If
we are to be on equal grou nds, in partnershi p, as Pearson advo·
cales, we should act and judge accordi ng to equal standards . De·
spite Pearson's reservations about the story of Abish and the
queen, it is here that we can begin to address her concerns fo r
find ing Book of Mormon exemplars for women,
Signi ficantly, the story of Abish and the Laman ite queen
qua lifies as a " lype.scene,"8 a prophet ic prefiguring not onl y o f
the resurrection of Christ, but also of the role of women in that
event . As Robert Aller remarks, "The type· scene is not merely a
way of fo rmally recognizi ng a part icular kind of narrative mo·
ment ; it is also a means of auach ing th at moment to a larger
8 For details and sources on the importance of archetypes in the Book of
Mormon, scc Alan Goff. "Boats, Begi nnings, and Repetitions," Journa l of Book
of Mormon Studies II I (1992): 67-84. For an introd uction to the notion of
type·sccncs, see Goff. "Uncritical Theory and Thin Description: The Resistance
to History:' Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 7/1 (1995): 187-207.
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pattern of historical and theol og ical me aning .'''} Compare th e
general features of this account in Alma with a conspic uous pattern in ancient Near Easte rn re ligion:
One of the most striking features of the ancient Sacred Marriage cult was that the goddess had an impo rtant part to play in the resurrection of her hus band ....
We will recall how Analh made poss ible Baal-Hadad' s
resurrection by attacking and destroyin g hi s e nemy,
Mot, the god of death . In Mesopotamian myth it was
Inanna-Ishtar who descended into the rea lm of death to
destroy Eri shki gal 's power so that dead Dumu zi-Tammuz could be restored 10 life. AriSlide's Apology describes how Aphrodite desce nded into Hades in order
to ranso m Adonis from Persephone. Cybele likewise
made possible the re surrection of Alti s on the third
day, while in Egypt it was Isis who made possible the
resto ration of her husband . Osiris.
. But no matte r
what the deta ils of these ubiquitous Near Eastern deathand-resurrection legend s, the underlying theme is the
same: the god is he lpless without the ministratio ns of
hi s consort.. . The re uni on of Jesus and Mary Magda lene at the tomb on Resurrectio n Mo rning the refo re
clearl y fit s within this well-known tradition. 1O
The same motif al so appears in the Mesoamerican Popol Vuh in
the story of One Hunahpu 's death and the maiden dau ghter of the
unde rworld lo rds. throu gh whose courageous actions life was
re newed. 11
The stories of Abi sh and the Lamanite kings and queens a lso
resonate with these traditions. Gi ve n the growing recognitio n that
Book of Mormon autho rs consci ously selected slo ries that present
archetypal patterns, it is like ly that these siories attracted the atten9
Robert Aller. Tire An of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basie Books,
1981 ), 60.
to Euge ne Seaich, "A Great Mystery: The Sacred Mamage and Bridal
Cha mber in E:lrly Christianity and Judaism" (Salt Lake City, unpublished MS,
1979), 198-99.
II See Alle n J. Christe nson, '1lle Sacred Tree of the Ancient Maya,"
Jou rn al of Book of Mormon Swdies 6ft ( 1997): 2-4.
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tion of Mormon as sign ificant type-scenes, and as such, they receive due attention and prominence in the text. That the queen's
spiritual experience duplicates that of her hu sband surel y demonstrates the equality and partners hip that Pearson longs for. The
events in the story demonstrate both independent actions of the
women in volved and the mutual dependence of male and female.
Had Pearson given the story of Abish and the queen a close
and understanding readi ng, so me of the strongest criticisms in her
essay would require modificat ion, a toning down of the hyperbole
that often appears in her rhetoric. She asks, "Was there something
going on that did not make it into the record ?" Our answer, with
respect to the Book of Mormon and to Pearson's essay, is "Yes."

Other Type-Scenes in the Book of Mormon
The di scovery that the story of Abish is typologically significant led in tum to the examinat ion of other relatively detailed accounts of women in the Book of Mormon to ascertain whether
type-scene or ritual issues playa role in their inclusion and formulation in the text. Speakin g of type-scenes, Robert Alter writes:
Since biblical narrative characteristically catches its
protagonists only at the critical and revealing points in
their li ves, the biblical type-scene occurs not in the rituals of daily existence but at the crucial junctures in the
lives of the heroes .... Some of the most co mmonly
repeated biblical type-scenes I have been able to identify are the following: the annunciation ... of the birth
of the hero to hi s barren mother; the encounter with
the future betrothed at a well; the epiphany in the field;
the initiatory trial; danger in the desert and the discovery of a well or other source of sustenance; the testament of the dying hero.12
In comparing this passage to the Book of Mormon, we think
of Nephi's vision of the virgin; Nephi's journey to find Ishmael,
whose daughters marry Lehj 's sons, thereby fulfilling a command ment from God (see I Nephi 7: 1; 16 :7-8); Nephi's vision ;
12

Alter, An of Biblical Narrmivt, 51.
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Nephi' s initiatory ad ventures in securing the plates of Laban;
much danger in the desert ; the di scovery of the Liahona; Lehi 's
bless ings to his sons; and othe r closin g testimonies by hi s successors. Clearl y, the selecti vity of the Book of Mormon narrat ive has
a c ultural background and a literary context. With an eye alert to
the notio n of type-scenes, when we look back at the other fairl y
detail ed accounts of specific wome n (or groups of women) in th e
Book of Mo rmon, we notice that many have sig nificant arc he ty pa l
or ritual backgrounds. Pearson discusses none of these stories in
any detail. These incl ude the sto ry of Sariah 's complain! and testimony , the vision assoc iating the tree of life with the virgi n in
Nazareth in 1 Nephi I I: 13-23. the story of Ada m and Eve in
2 Nephi 2:1 8-27. the sto ry of the kidnapping of the twenty-four
daughters of the Lamanites (which Alan Goff has examined as a
type-scene I3). the story in volving Isabe l in Alma 39, a nd finall y,
the archetypal "Sal o me" story of the daughter of Jared in Eth er
8 and 9.
The pro minence of these and other type -scenes in the overall
narrati ve suggests that we might gain insight s into what was In duded in the Book of Mo rmo n and the signifi cance of those selections by reading the m aga inst larger con texts.
Alter al so suggests that variations in typc-scenes are sig nificant. That is, if a similar story is incl uded. we should pay close
attentio n to differences. The most conspic uous difference between
the stories of Lamo ni and hi s queen and the subsequent narrati ve
of the father of Lamoni in A lma 22 is th at the second queen acts
out of fear and anger rather than faith . That is, the first queen in quires be fo re she takes acti on. The second queen acts with determination and initiative. but without making inquiries of th e
prophet. The narrato r shows sympath y for her co ncerns. But even
though the second queen's actions and commands tri gger
Aaron 's successful response in raisi ng Lamo ni 's father, she does
not obtain the same kind of direct wit ness as d id the first queen.

13 Alan Gorr. "The Stealing of thc Daugh tcrs of thc Larna nitcs" in RedisCOI'ering ,lit: Book of Mormon, cd. John L Sorcnson ;Ifld Melv in J. Thornc
( Provo: Descrct Book. and FARMS, 1991).67- 74.
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Sariah's Complaint and Testimony
Actually. the fe male presence in the Book of Monnon begins
with the first line: "I. Nephi, having been born of goodly parents." Sariah fi gu res as an active participant in the journey across
the desert, appears in Lehi's vision as one partaking of the fruit of
the tree of life, and partici pates in the journey to the New World.
The story of Sariah's complaint and testimony deserves a closer
reading than it has received thus fa r:
And it came to pass that after we had come down
into the wilderness unto our father, behold, he was
fill ed with joy, and also my mother, Sariah, was exceedingly glad, for she truly had mourned because of
us. For she had supposed that we had peri shed in the
wilderness; and she also had complai ned against my
father. telling him that he was a visionary man; sayi ng :
Behold thou hast led us forth from the land of our inheritance, and my sons are no more, and we perish in
the wilderness. And after thi s manner of language had
my mother complained against my father. ( I Nephi
5: 1-3)
At first glance, we mi ght want to di smi ss this part of the story
as a negative image, since it depicts Sariah as "co mplaining ." But
in structurin g the account. Nephi starts with the end, highlighting
her gladness and joy in contrast to her mourning over her sons
and sacrifices. This shows that his focus is not on the fact that she
complained, but on the outcome of the experience. Nephi recognize!> the validity of both her fears and her joy. Of all the stories
he cou ld tell about his mother, why does he give the most space to
this one? Sensitized by readings on allusion and type-scenes by
Alan Goff and Robert Alter, we should hear an echo of the account of the widow of Zarephath and Elijah in 1 Kings 17 :9-24.
Like Sariah, the widow had been asked by a servant of God to sacrifice all her material goods and subsequentl y seems to have lost
her son. She too complains and the prophet recognizes the validity of her concerns. He offers no rebuke; instead. Elijah prays
to the Lord on her behalf. Lehi 's response to Sariah is just as
exemp lary:

22
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And it had come to pass that my fath er spake unlo

her, say ing: I know that 1 am a visionary man; ... I
know that the Lord will deliver my sons ou l of the
hands of Laban, and bring th em down again unto us in
the wilderness. And after Ihi s manner of language did
my father, Lehi, comfo rt my mother. Sariah. concerning us, while we journeyed in the wilderness up to the
land of Jerusa lem, 10 obtain the record of the Jews.
(\ Neph; 5:4-6)
In th is passage Lehi comforts Sariah ; he does not rebuke her
or belittle or dismiss her concerns. The story continues in a way
that strengthens the association between Sariah and the widow,
and , by exte nsion, between Lehi and Elijah as servants of God:
And when we had returned 10 the tent of my father,
behold their joy was full, and my mother was com~
forted. And she spake, say ing: Now I know of a surety
that the Lord hath commanded my hu sband to nee
into the wilderness; yea, and I also know of a surety
that the Lord hath protected my sons, and delivered
them o ut of the hands of Laban, and g iven them power
whereby they could accomplish the thing which the
Lord hat h commanded them. And after this manner of
language did she speak . ( 1 Nephi 5:7-8)
The allusion, the " liken ing," in the narrati ve is con firmed on
comparing Sariah 's response to the delivery of he r sons to the
restoration of the widow's son. The widow says, "Now by this I
know that thou art a man of God, and that the word of the Lord in
thy mouth is truth" ( \ Ki ngs 17 :24). The comparison makes Lehi
an Elijah in the same way that biblical stories of Elisha parallel
Elijah's acts and demonstrale that Eli sha was Elijah's successor.
So, of all the stories Nephi cou ld choose to tell about hi s mot her.
he chooses one th at "likens" her to an exem plary wo man in the
scriptures. It is of comfort that Sariah is "flawed" and yel ri ghteous, as was Peter in the Bible.
Finally, the "compl aint " story concl udes with another s i gn ifi ~
cant passage:
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And it came to pass that they [Lehi and Sariahl did
rejoice ex.ceed ingly, and did offer sac rifice and burnt
offerings unto the Lord; and they gave thanks unto the
God of Israel. ( 1 Nephi 5:9)
The man and the woman pass through an ordeal and worship
together afterwards. Recall that Pearson uses the Bible only to
make negative comparisons with the Book of Mormon. We are
suggesting that she read more carefully. Many of the negative images that she complains of in the Book of Mormon also appear in
the Bible. More significantl y, a broader reading puts the negatives
in context with the corresponding positives.
Eve and the Experience of Joy
Pearson remarks that, because of the Book of Mormon 's infrequen t explic it addresses to women, there is "room for us to
quip: Men are that they might have joy, and women are that th ey
might provide it." Thi s parodies 2 Nephi 2:25:
Adam fell that men mi ght be; and men are, that
they might have joy.
Feminist criticism of the social impact of the Bible tends to focus on three points: th e scapegoating of Eve in the traditional antifemale reading of the garden story, Exodus 22: 18 on not suffering a witch to live, which was ex.p loited to justify the medieval
witch burnings,I4 and passages such as I Timothy 2:11-15 on
women keeping si lent and submissive, using the garden story as
just ification. From the outset, Mormonism rejected all these
readings. IS
The Mormon reading of the garden story that first emerges in
2 Nephi 2 makes the fall a blessing. and, consequently, Eve a figure of honor. The Adam and Eve account in 2 Nephi 2: 18-27

]4 This would not be relevant 10 a discussion of the Book of Mormon. except that Pearson remarks that "Probably 85 percent of 'witches' burned in the
Inquisition were fema le" (p.38).
15 That is not to say that one cannot find traces of these nolions within
Mormonism. but that when one finds them. they are in tension with our sacred
texts and have obvious ties to the larger cu lture.
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contains no Irace of the usual scapegoali ng of Eve that is so
prevalent e lsewhere in the normati ve Christian Iradition. 16 Joseph
Campbell informs llS that onc of the fun ct ions of a mythology is
soc iological, "su pporting and validating a ce rtain soc ial order. "17
Hence, the New Testament passages that have been cited to justify
a particular social order refer back to the poi nted inte rpretati o ns
of the Garden story. Generations of post New Testament fathers
did so too. If Book. of Mormon authors trul y marginalized women
to the extent that Pearson believes, it is strange that they passed up
this key opportunity to justi fy themselves .
Incidentally, the Joseph S mith Translation of Exodus 22: 18
anticipated modern scholarship in correctin g that verse as a
mi stranslation, referring not to witches, but to murderers. And
Mormon scripture and tradition contain s much that contradicts th e
questionable opinion of 2 Timothy 2: II and similar passages,
such as the callings given to Emma Smith in Doctrine and Covenants 25. While criticis m of Mormon history a nd culture with respect to feminist issues may be justified on these points and others,
cred it should be given where it is due, particularly with respect to
the depiction of Eve. We celebrate with he r when she says, "Were
it not for our tran sgress ion we never should have had seed, and
never should have known good and evil, and the joy o r our redemption, and the eternal life which God giveth unto all the obedi ent" (Moses 5:11).

Negative Imagery in Narrative Context
Pearson also makes several st rongly worded remarks with respect to "negative femal e imagery" in the Book of Mo rmon .
Here she uses an approach to the text that is both inappropriate
and u nfai r~in appropri a te because she removes the images rrom
16 One can find all the gory details of the scapcgoati ng interpretations in
normative Christian his tory in John A. Phillips, Eve: The HiS/Dry of an Idea
(San Francisco: Harper and How, 1984).
t7 Joseph Campbell, The Power of My/h (New York: Doubleday, 1988),
31. Campbell' s reading of the wo man as initiator in the fall is interesting in
comparison with 2 Nephi: Moyers: "Why are women the ones held responsible
for the downfall? Campbell: They represent life. Man doesn't I!lIter life except by
woman, and so i1 is woman who brings us inLO this world of pnirs of opposites
and suffering." Ibid., 48.
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an apolitical symbolic context in order to politicize them, and unfair because for men to take the same approach to negative male
imagery in the scriptures, or even her essay ("testosterone poisoni ng"), would defeat the purposes of the text. First consider the
importance of context. Pearson's citation of some prophetic imagery from Isaiah illustrates the hazards of overly selective, context-free reading .
And my people, children are their oppressors, and
women rule over them. 0 my people, they who lead
thee cause thee to err and destroy the way of thy paths.
(2 Nephi 13: 12)
Far from being a doctrinal pronouncement on the fitness of
women to provide leadership.ls this passage occurs in the middle
of a prophetic narrative. The situation begins with crisis in Jeru salem and a breakdown of social obligations:
And the people shall be oppressed, ... every one
by his neighbor; the child shall behave himse lf proudly
against the ancient. and the base against the hono rable .
When a man shall take hold of his brother ... and shall
say: Thou hast clothing, be thou our ruler, and let not
this ruin come under thy hand-In that day shall he
swear, say ing: I will not be a healer; for in my house
there is neither bread nor clothing; make me not a
ruler of the people. (2 Nephi 13:5-7)
This denial of familial obligations breaks down the social Ofder, in many cases leaving chi ldren without both parents, or parents so involved in economic survival that they do not or cannot
provide leadership. But the prophecy does not end with the bleak
picture of decadence, defeat, scattering, and servitude, but continues with the gathering of Israel:
They shall return to their lands of promise. And
the house of Israe l shall possess them, and the land of
the Lord shall be for servants and handmaids; and they
18 We have just seen that the leadership of Abish and the Lamanite queen
contributes 10 significant conversions among the Lamanites.
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shall take them captives unto whom they were capt ives;
and they shall rule over thei r oppressors. (2 Nephi
24:2)
The image that Pearson takes as "u nco mplimentary" in an
isolated reading is direct ly paired wit h a promise that the for me r
handmaids shall rule over their oppressors. So the trajec to ry of a
prophetic narrative is impo rtant . Also, the literary form is sign ifi ·
cant. Regard ing other aspects of Isaiah's negati ve female imagery,
Bowen and Williams's inte rpretati on is that this imagery shows
thai: "Decadent Israel is described as devo id of honorab le men,
in that they valued women as decorative sex objects (2 Nc.
13:16- 26; Isn. 3: 16-26),"19 Th e point is that the negalive images
in this context do not apply to women onl y, but to decadent Israel,
men and women together.

Positive and Negative Imagery
The Book of Mormon makes a striking use of d uali st ic imagery, pairing opposi ng sy mbo ls to make the maximum contrast:20 a rebellious Laman versus an obed ie nt Nephi, a tree of life
versus a great and spac ious buildin g, King Noah versus King
Benjamin, wicked Nephite husbands versus faithful Lamanite fathers, Alma versus Korihor, and Mo rmon versus Amalickiah . If
there are negati ve female images, we should also look for the corresponding positi ves. We should also consider the use to which th e
negative images are put.
While Pearson strongly protests the Book of Mormon use o f
the "great and abominable c hurch, the mother of abominations,
... the whore of all the eart h" (p.36; see also pp. 39-40), Pearson does not observe that the abomi nable church cons ists of
"both male and fema le" (2 Nephi 10: 16) who fight against Zion,
which, as she herself re marks, is also characteri zed as feminine.
Nor does she observe Ihal Ihe "whore of all the eart h" is just as
much a biblical image as a Book of Mormon one (see Revelation
17, Proverbs, Hosea. etc.). Given thai the scriptu res typically por19 Bowen and Williams. "Women in (he Book of Mormon." 1579.
20 See Mack C. Stirling. "The Way of Life and the Way of Death in the
Book of Mormon," iOllmal of Book of Mormon Studies 6/2 (1997): 152-204.
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tray Jerusalem and Zion as feminine, even though consisting of
male and female, and destined as the intended bride of Christ, we
are dismayed at her statement thm "there is no mistaking the gender of ultimate good and the gender of ultimate ev il " (p. 36).
Does the Book of Mormon accoun t as a whole give anyone the
impression that males comprise the gender of ultimate good?
(Whatever happened to Satan?) Pearson says that "to contrast the
Heavenly Father wi th the mother of abominations is very much a
statement on ge nd er" (p,37). We disagree. Like "Baby lon" o r
the "G reat and Spacious Building," which is its symbolic equi valent, the "mother of abom inati ons" is a symbol of a mix ed-gender group, Such a "statement on gende r" is easi ly contradicted
by select in g from other Book of Mormon symbols, such as the
fem in ine wisdom, mother earth, the mal her of the Son of God, or
God's describing his love for Israel in terms of maternal imagery,
Indeed, while the poetic opposi tion between Fat her in Heaven an d
Babylon is appropriate, another set of oppos ing symbo ls shoul d
be considered in assessing Pearson's claim: mother earth, wisdom,
and the tree of life. We must then understand the narrative
symbolic context to which the great whore belongs.

Mother Ea rth, Wisdom, and the Tree of Life
Despite her well-known interest in the Divine Mother and her
mention of the Canaanite goddess and the Popol Yuh of the
Maya, whic h contains references to such a figure, Pearson makes
no reference to the three Book of Mormon occurrences of
"mother earth" (2 Nephi 9:7; Mosiah 2:26; Mormon 6:15). What
is the relig ious context behind the use of that language in the
Book of Mormon? Nort hop Frye explain s:
No principle is without many exceptions in my thology, but one very frequent myth ica l formulation of
th is attitude to nature is an earth-mother, from whom
everyt hi ng is born and to whom everything returns at
death. Such an earth-mother is the most easi ly understood image of natura nalUrans, and she acquires its
moral ambivalence. As the womb of all forms of life,
she has a cherishin g and nourishing aspect; as the tomb
of all forms of life, she has a menacing and sinister
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aspect; as the mani fes tation of an unend in g cycle of
li fe and death, she has an inscru tuble and elusive aspeel. Hence, she is often a dive triformis. a goddess of a
threefold fo rm of some kind, usuall y bi rth , death, a nd
renewal in time; or heaven, earth. and he ll in space .2 1
The references to " mot her earl h" in the Book of Mo rmo n
are subt le but neatl y spread across the enti re history, argu ing for a
lo ng-standing trad ition. Also, it is clear that these references, in
connection with other archety pal femin ine imagery, conta in the
essentials of the mythic formul ation. The presence of these essential elements of the picture in the text inv ites our further exp lo ration of the Old and New World contexts. Some have expressed
concern that the three passages cited refer to mothe r earth in the
context of death. While this is strictly correct in the ancient
my thological fo rmul ation. it might be beneficia l to see some o f
the OI her manifes tations of the image. According ly. other passages
in the Book of Mormon suggest the life-giving aspects of mothe r
eart h:

o Lord , wilt thou hearken unto me, and cause that
it may be done according to my words, and send fort h
rain upon the face of the earth, Ihat she may bring
forth her fruit. and her grain in the season of grain ....
And it came to pass that in the seventy and sixth year
the Lord did turn away hi s anger from the peop le, a nd
caused that rain shou ld fa ll upon the earth, insomuch
that it did bring fo rth her fruit in the season of he r
fruit. And it ca me 10 pass that il did bring fo rth he r
grai n in the season of her grain. (He laman II : 13, 17)
While Pearson does men ti on the reference to femi nine W ISdo m-"For they wi ll not seck wisdom, neither do they desire that
she should rule over them" (p.36, quoting Mosiah 8:20)-she
does nol fo llow up on the implicalions of the passage. At a min imum, we should quote from Raphael Patai's Tire Hebrew
Godde.u:

21 Northrop Frye. The Greal Code: The Bible mul Uleraillre (New York:
Harcourt Br:lce Jovlmovich. 1981).68.
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In the late Biblical period a theological tendency
made its appearance whi ch prepared the ground for the
emerge nce of the Talmud ic Shek hina. T he trend referred to is that of interpos ing person ified med iat ing
ent ities between God and man.... The most frequently appeari ng of these intermed iaries ... is ...
Wisdom.22
Patai refers to the discussions of Wisdom as a holy fem inine
personifi cati on in Job 28: 12-28 and in Proverbs 3, 8, and 9. Later
developments in the Old World are interest ing (see Patai), bUI thi s
much, at least, wou ld have been part of the Nephite tradition.
Again, the Book of Mormon reference is stri ct ly correct.
An important article by Daniel Peterson, "Nephi and His
Asherah: A Note on I Neph i I I :8-23,"23 contains several bril·
liant in sights into the signi fica nce of Mary 's presence in the vis ion
of the tree of life, and meaningfu l parallels between the Book of
Mormon and characteri stic themes and images of Wisdom literature. Peterson begins by cons idering the context for this notable
recurri ng image in the Book of Mormon. During his vision of the
tree of life, Nephi asks for an " inte rpretation" of the tree (see
I Nephi 11: 8- 11). By way of providing the interpretation, the angel shows Nephi a vision of the Virgin Mary.
And he said unto me: Behold, the virgin whom
thou sees! is the mother of the Son of God, after the
manner of the fles h. And it came to pass that I beheld
that she was carried away in the Spirit ; and after she
had been carried away in the Spirit for the space of a
ti me the angel spake unto me, say ing: Look! And I
looked and beheld the virgin again, bearing a child in
her arms. And the ange l said unto me: Behold the
Lamb of God, yea, even the Son of the Eternal Father!
( I Nep hi 11: 18-2 1)

22 Raphael Patai, The Hebrew Goddess. 3rd ed. (Dctroit; Wayne State Uni·
versity Press, 1990), 97.
23 Daniel C. Peterson, "Nephi and His Asherah: A Note on I Nephi
II :8- 23" in Mormons, Scripture. and Ihe Ancient World: Sludies in Honor o{
John L Sorenson. cd. Davis Bitton (Provo, Utah: FARMS. 1998). 191-243.
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Peterson explores in fascinating detail the puzzle of why, in
the vision. the angel expects Nephi to be able to associate the vi·
sion of Mary and the birth of the Son of God with the tree of life .
He presents recent di scoveries-which may relate to Nephi's cu ltura l background in Israe l-regarding Asherah. a mothe r goddess

venerated in ancient Israel and worshiped as the consort of
Jehovah. Peterson demonstrates that Asherah was frequently associated with the tree of life. In the same article. Peterson explores
the association of feminine wisdom with the tree of life. For example, in Proverbs 3: 18, we are to ld that "She [Wi sdom] is a tree
of life to them that lay hold upon her." In Proverbs 1-9 and
"elsew here in ancient Hebrew and Jewish literature, Wisdom appears as the wife of God, which can hardly fail to remind us of
ancient Asherah."24 Peterson observes many d irect connec tions
between the Book of Mormon and the anc ien t genre of Wisdom
literature, includin g the nature of the opposition to wisdom:
Thus in Proverbs, readers are told of two cont radictory "ways"-that of the foolish and that of obedie nce to wisdom-and Lady Wisdom is contrasted repeatedly with her antagonist, " the strange woman" o r
"w horish woman," who is certai nl y "forb idd en" to
the righteous. (Likewise opposed to the truth of God is
Nephi's striking image, given to him in the same vis ion
as the tree of life, of "the mother of abominations,"
"the whore of all the eanh," which fights against the
saints.) Lady Wisdom and the "whorish woman" are,
in fact, competitors.)2s
The context of the reference to feminine wisdom has anothe r
cl ue worth exploring. It occurs as King Limhi learns from Ammon that Mosiah can translate the laredite plates: "Doubt less a
gre:.n mystery is contained within these plates" (Mosiah 8: 19).
The term mystery should not be understood as someth in g generally unknown, but refers spec ifica ll y to the temple mysteries. The
only other reference to "a great myste ry" in all the scriptures
comes in Paul' s discussion of the love husbands shoul d have for
24

Ibid .. 211 .

25

Ibid., 215.
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their wives when th e two are joined into one flesh (Ephesians
5:28-32). That is, the "great mystery" has to do with marriage.
Such a context for the specific notion of "a great mystery" implies a hunger for greater knowledge of the temple ordi nances
and mysteries. including a greater knowledge of wisdom.
The implication is that the Nephites did know somet hing
abou t the Divine Mother and therefore had some positive not ions
in this respect. Further specu lation on our part would be of no
value, but, as Peterson's article demonstrates, careful read ing and
background research can be far more enl ighten ing than noncontextual approaches.

Bridegroom and Bride: Narratives and Symbols
We should also exami ne both the narrative and the symbol ic
complex to which the "mot her of abominations" symbol belongs. Far from being a statement about gender, it derives from
the internal logic of a symbol ic narrati ve. And as we shall see, that
symbolic narrative grows out of a specific cultural context.
We ha ve next to set this apocalyptic structure in its
context. [n the first place. there is the problem that the
nations outside Israel-Egypt. Babylon, Assyria, Phocnicia-are as a rule more wea lth y, prosperous, and successful than Israel. They possess the power and dom ination that the Israelites themselves desperately longed
to possess, and would certain ly have regarded as a signal mark of divine favor if they had possessed it. The
on ly recourse is to show this heathen success in a co ntext of demonic parody, as a short-lived triumph that
has all the marks of the real thing except permanence.
It fo ll ows that there must be two forms of demonic imagery: the parody-demonic, attached to temporarily
successful heathen nations; and the manifest, or youjust-wait demonic, the ruins and wasteland haunted by
hyenas and sc reec h owls that all this glory will inev itably become ...
As an example of thi s structure, let us look at a
group of female figures in the Bible. We may divide
them into two groups: the maternal and the marital,
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mother figures and bride figure s. Apocalyptic mother
figures include the Virgin Mary and the myslerious
woman crowned with stars who appears at the beginning of Revelation 12. and who is presented also as the
mother of the Messiah. Bridal figures include the ce ntral female character of the Song of Songs and the
symbolic Jerusalem of Revelation 21 who descends to
earth prepared "like a bride adorned for her hu sband" and is finally identified with the Christian
Church .... Eve in particular is the imermediate female
maternal figure, "our general mol her, " in Milton's
phrase, going through the cycle of Sin and
redemption ....

The demonic counterpart of the Bride who is Jerusa lem and the spou se of Christ is the Great Whore of
Revelation 17 who is Babylon and Rome, and is the
mistress of Antichrist. ...
But, of course, Israel itself is sy mbolically the chosen bride of God, and is also frequently unfaithful to
him. .. Thus, the forgiven harlot, who is taken bac k
eventually into favor despite her sins, is an intermediate
bridal figure between the de monic Whore and the
apocalyptic Bride, and represent s the redemption o f
man from sin. 26
Thu s the image of the great whore has a specific context as
one sy mbol among many, some positive, some negative, so me
transi tional , in a complex narrative of covenant. fall, forgiveness,
judgment, and redempti on for Israel collectively. Remember that
in thi s scenario, the fe male sy mbol s, positive and negative, rep resent all of us, male and female. Removing that panicular image
from the scripture would tear across a ti ghtly woven narrative fabric. Several of the biblical images and events that Pearson cites
with appro va l depend on this interwoven set of sy mbol s. For example. (he story of the woman caught in adultery in the Gospel of
John is a significant occurrence of thi s theme. If we see the images
in the appropriate context, we can remove any uninten ded mes26

Frye, The Greal Code, \40-41.
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sages. The Book of Mormon itself says that we cannot understand
the tex t without knowing the cultu re from which it comes (see
2 Neph i 25:5). Are the images sufficiently archaic as to be irreleva nt in the modern world? Not at all. Would even Pearson ever
attem pt to tell the story of Corizon Aquino without making refere nce to Imelda Marcos? Of the harlot image, Pearson asks whet her
"we appreciate what this really means" (p.36), but does so without reference to either the narrative context or the symbolic complex that reveals the meaning,

Isabel and the Daughter of Jared
We should men tion Hugh Nibl ey's suggest ion that the Isabel
of Alma 39:3--4, rather than being a simple prostitute, was a
priestess. Nibley observes that "Isabel [is] the name of the Patroness of Harl ots in the religion of the Phoenician s, "27 that she had
many followers, and that, to go to her, Corianton had to "forsake
the min istry, and .. , go over into the land of Siron among the
borders of the Lamanites" (Alma 39:3). Corianton 's partici pation
there is described as "an abomination" (Alma 39:5), precisely the
same term that the Old World prophets used to denounce the
Canaanite practices. which often incl uded ritual prostitution and
human sacrifice. It is reasonable to assume that some forms of
goddess worship were being practiced. Daniel Peterson 's
suggesti on that the name Isabel corresponds to the name o f
Jezebe l in I Kings may also be significant here, because of the ties
between Jezebe l and some of these sa me practices. 28 We have exam ined some positive suggestions of the goddess in Nephite cu lture. But for whatever reason, Alma took a dim view of the particular form of expression popular in Siron at the time.
Nibley also pointed out the co nsciously archetypal behavior
of the daughter of Jared in Ether 8:7-17. Nibley has shown that
the story begins as a deliberate imitati on by the participants of an
ancient type-scene.
27 See Hugh W. Ni bley. The Prophelic Book. of Mormon (Sail Lake City:
Deseret Book and FARMS, 1989).542.
28 See Daniel C. Peterson, "Notes on 'Gadianton Masonry,'" in Warfare in
lire Book of Mormon, ed. Stephen D. Ricks and William 1. Hamblin (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, t99O): 215-16 n .22.
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There is one tale of intrigue in the book of Ether
that presents very ancient and widespread (though but
recently discovered) parallels. That is the story of Jared's daughter, ... an am bilious girl who had read, or
at least asked her father if he had read "in the records
which our fathers brought across the great deep," a
very instructive account of those devices by which the
men of old got "kingdoms and great glory."
Hath he not read the record which our fathers
brought across the great deep? Behold, is there not
an account concerning them of old, that they by
their secret plans did obtain kingdoms and great
glory?
And now, therefore, let my father send for Ak-

ish, the son of Kimnor; and behold, I am fair. and I
will dance before him. and I will please him. that he
will desire me to wife; wherefore if he shall desire
of thee that ye shall give unto him me to wife, then
shall ye say: I will give her if ye will bring unto me
the head of my father, the king. (Ether 8:9-10)
Historically, the whole point of this story is that it is
highly un original. It is supposed to be. The damsel
asks her father if he has read "the record" and refers
him to a particular account therein describing how
"they of old ... did obtain kingdoms." In accordance
with this she then outlines a course of action which
makes it clear just what the "accounl" was about. It
dealt with a pattern of action (for "k in gdoms" is plural) in which a princess dances before a romantic stranger, wins his heart, and induces him to behead the ruling king, marry her. and mount the throne ....
The thing to note especially is that there actually
seems to have been a succession rile of great antiquity
that followed this pattern. It is the story behind the rites
at Olympia and the Ara Sacra and the wanton and
shocking dances of the ritual hierodules throughout
the ancient world ....
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Certain ly the book of Ether is on the soundest possible ground in attributing the behavior of the daughter
of Jared to the in spi ral ion of ritual texts-secret directories on the art of deposing an aging king ..29
The point here is that the negat ive images, like the positive ones,
merit inclu sion in the record because they represent arc hetypes .

A Different Jesus?
Pearson says, "I find it difficult to understand how the same
Jesus who gave us these wonderful female images in the New Testament would nO( speak to women or significantly of women when
with the Nep hites" (p.37). Yet women are expressly said to be
participants in Jesus' ministry in 3 Nephi 17:25 and, second , we
now possess not even a hundredth pan of his teachin gs to those
people (see 3 Nephi 19:32; 26:6- 10). The Book of Mormon assumes that we have those biblical stories (see 2 Nephi 29). Of that
which we possess in the Book of Mormon, nothi ng obstructs our
view of the women of the Bible, or of Christ's remarkable gend erinclusive New Testament ministry. There is nothing to suggest that
his unrecorded teac hin g wou ld not carryon that tendency, not hing in the text that prevenls us from learning about the significant
con tributions of women in Mormon history, nothing that hinders
us from learning from comemporary female voices, such as Pearson's own, The Book of Mormon nowhere claims to replace other
books. It suppleme nts and complements ot her sources.
The Lord twice uses maternal imagery in the Book of Mormon to desc ribe his own love for his people. Pearson mentions
3 Nephi 10:4-6 but overlooks 1 Nephi 21 :15, a quotation from
Isa iah . With reference to Ihe 3 Nephi passage, she claims that
"any inclusion of women or positive statements about women end
there" (p. 36).30 Again, she speaks too quickly: the positive statements do not end there.
29 Hugh W. Nibley, L€hi in 1M Desul, The World of Ihe Jaredires, There
Were Jarediles (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988),210-13.
30 She says: "Only two instances in the entire 522 pages provide evidence that women are being specifically addressed along with men" (p. 34). She
cites 2 Neph i 4:3 and Mormon 6: 19. In addition, we noticed Mosiah 5:7 and
Alma 19: 10. as well as a few others. She also claims that Jesus never used
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In d iscussing the Book of Mormo n mini stry of Jesus, Pearson

takes great offense

al

the passage "Depart ye, depart ye, go ye out

from thence. lo uch not that which is unclean; go ye o ut fro m the
midst of he r" (p. 37. quoting 3 Nephi 20:41 ). By convent ion,

cilies are feminine, whether seen as righteous or wicked. But here.
too, she neglects the contex t, both the general context of the qu otation in 3 Ne phi and the complex of prophe tic sy mbo ls used to
relate the story ,31 The passage that Pearson takes as a signal that a
d iffe re nt Jesus is speaking occurs within the discourse o n Isaiah.
using what now shou ld be a famil iar sel of sy mbo ls: Christ as the
Bridegroom, redeeming Jerusale m as his Bride. Those willing to
read the e ntire discourse can find the directly in viting voice that
Pearson longs fo r and o verlooks:
For thy make r, th y husband , the Lo rd of Hosts is
his name; and thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israelthe God of the whole earth shall he be called . For the
Lord hath called thee as a woman forsaken and grieved
in spirit, and a wife of youth, when thou wast re fu sed ,
saith thy God. For a small moment have r forsake n
thee, but with great mercies will I gather thee. In a little
wrath I hid my face from thee for a mome nt, but with
everlasting kindness will I have mercy on thee, saith th e
Lord thy Redeemer. (3 Nephi 22:5-8, and co mpa re
Isaiah 54)
Pearson claims that in 3 Neph i Jesus neither includes nor i nvites fe males in his speeches nor does he use positive fe minine
imagery o r hono r female ness. Here, the entire chapter uses pos itive fe male imagery as part of a direct and inclus ive invitatio n.

Did Feminism Save the Lamanites?
This question is wort h ask ing. As striki ng as the relati vely in frequent men tion of spec ific women in Morm on's accounts is the
circumstance th at many of the women he does menti on are Lanega ti ve fe male imagery. Foolish virgins. Lot's wi fe-such hype rbolic lapses
dctract from hcr valid inSights.
31 By convention, all cities arc female in the Book of Mormon. as are a ll
ships.
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manites. Thi s includes the Lamanite queens, the faithful servant
Abish, and the mothers of the stripling warriors. Pearson had Co ntrasted the patriarchal Nephites with the "descendants of the
Nephites-and those other people who lived later on the American
continent-[whol have in their literature many positive and powerful references to women and the concept of the feminine"
(pp.37- 38). It may be that Mormon himself was impressed by
the resu lts of thi s contrast between his own culture and that of the
Lamanites.
The cu ltural contrasts between the Nephites and Laman ites
within the text are as arresting as the contrast outside of the text
and deserve closer examination.

The Stolen Lamanite Daughters
Mosiah 20: 1- 7 introduces us to the story of twenty-four Lamanite maidens who are abducted by the runaway priests of King
Noah. One thin g that the complex and richl y allusive narrative
omits is how we are to judge the maidens themselves. And what
are we to make of the Lamanite king who himself goes to war in a
failed attempt to recover the women (see Mosiah 20: 15)1 Perhaps
this is the Lamanite king who some years later captures these same
priests, not only spares them, but grants them political power (see
Mosiah 23:39), and exploits their learni ng for economic gain
(Mos iah 24:1-7). The text paints a relentlessly dark picture of
these priests as corrupt , cowardly, exploitive, coercive, intolerant,
and abusive. Not only the priests themselves but, despite their rise
in fortune among the Lamanites (see Mosiah 23:31-35, 39;
24: 1-8), the descendants of this union eventually come to a bad
e nd (see Alma 25:4-12).
So, why do these Lamanite daughters at one point plea that
their "h usbands" might be spared? (see Mosiah 24:33). This is
not quite the same as the situation in King Noah's flight from the
Lamanites, when those left behind "caused that their fair daughters should stand forth and plead with the Lamanites that they
would not slay them" (Mosiah 19: 13). Arnulon himself pleads
and the n se nds fort h the wives (see Mosiah 23:33). We don't
kn ow e nough about what real hard choices these women had to
face. Had they gone to dance on a ritual occasion specifi cally to
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find husbands?32 Was escape at any point reall y an optio n? After
being taking back into Lamanilc society, what would have bee n
the ir econo mic and soc ial status had they managed to escape or
separate themselves fro m the ir husbands? Is Amulon the type to
leave an yth ing to chance when the Lamani te army fin all y fo und
hi m? Where were the ir children at th is momen t? T hi nking a bo ut

the type·scene issues fo r the story and the economic and social
poss ibilit ies confro nting these women can be sobering and e nlighten ing. if not comforting.
Goff analyzes the trio of stories fro m Jud ges
19-2 1, the last one of which resembles in some ways
the scene depicted in Mosiah 20; the similarities are
"ty pe-sce nes" (p. 70). In looking at these co mm o n
stories from antiqu it y we find that the steali ng of the
daughters of the Lamaniles fi ts in with ease, and the
behavior of the La man ite fathe rs and daughters after
the stea ling makes good sense in ligh t of the economic
value virgin daughters had for their fat hers. Having lost
their unmarried or vi rginal stat us, the daughters lost
muc h of their bargain ing value . The only alternati ve
for the daughters was to plead wit h their Lamanite
fami lies for the ir Nephite husbands (w hen they were
later discovered), even if the priests of Noah were
scoundrels.)3
Goff writes:
W hen we compare the people as the text in vites us
to do, we contrast the care the men of Li mhi showed
for their wives and chi ld ren with the abandonmen t by
the priests of Noah. All these events defi ne the lack of
moral character of the priests. The fac t that the Lamani te king was will ing to permit the stealing of the

32 lohn W. Welch. ed. Reexploring fhe Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City :
Deseret Book and FARMS. 1992), 139-41.
3l Daniel B. McKinlay, review of Alan Gofr, "A Hermeneutic of Saered
Texts: Historicism, Revisionism, Positivism, and the Bible and Book of Mor·

mon," Review of Books on Ihe Book of Mormon 211 (1990): 91.
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Lamanite daughters by welcoming Amulon into his
kingdom speaks badly of this king, just as the Israelites' encouragement of the Benjaminiles to kidnap
Iheir own daughters speaks badly of all Israel. .. .
The text is clearly unsympathetic to the people of
Amulon. The connection between the two stories of
abducti on is a hint from the author that their actions
were reminisce nt of a time, reported in Judges, when
the Israelites didn ' t follow God's law but did that
which was right in their own eyes. 34
The narrative shows the patriarchal focus on the actions and
accountability of the men involved. But then, as now, to the extent
that women have been denied choice and agency, they cannot be
judged for the hard choices they make.

" Our Mothers Knew It"
We should also look more close ly at one of the most qu oted
stories in the Book of Mormon, th at of the 2.000 stripl ing
warnors.
They had been taught by their mothers, that if th ey
did not doubt, God would deliver them. And they rehearsed unto me the words of their mothers, saying: We
do not doubt our mothers knew it. (Alma 56:47-48)
We like this story for its drama. the remarkable deliverance of
the youn g men, and the vision of youn g men who would obey
"every word of command with exactness" (see Alma 57:21). It is,
as Pearson says, "the only story about women that most ... have
heard used in a Church talk" (p. 35). However, that is all she says
about thi s story, and all 100 often that is all any of us say. But how
is it that these mothers were able to deliver this promise to their
sons? The covenant that the young men make explicitl y includes a
willingness to die (see Alma 53: 17). The SIOry demonstrates the
val idity of the promise of the mothers, but earthly del iverance is
not necessarily inevitable in the Book of Mormon. While the
righteous are oft en delivered, the innocent can suffer. and the
34

Goff "Stealing of the Daughters of the Lamanites," 73.
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price in life is ofleo high. The story of the slaughter o f a th ousand

and five of the Anti-Nephi-Lchi s (see Alma 24 : 19-25), all unarmed to keep a covenant with God and engaged in the act of
prayer, is o nc impress ive ex.ample. T hai personal experience
seemi ng ly would have taug ht these same Lamanite mothers that
righ teous behavior does not guarantee earthl y deliverance. Many
of them must have been on the fie ld during the slaughter. Bul th e
young me n did not doubt that their mothers knew what they were

pro mising. So does it not seem ev ident Ihat these Lamanite mOlhers had secured a special revelation on behalf of their sons?35
Pearson supposes that "Not one woman in the Book of Mormo n
appears to have her own con necti on to the heavens" (p. 35). Here
are a great many who do.

Power and Powerlessness: Queen and Pawn
Robert Alter teaches us to read the sc ri ptures with an eye to
how d iffe rent narrat ives re fl ect one another. Two of the women in
the Book of Mormon refl ect on o ne a nother in an ironic commentary on power and the powerless. Fi rst look at the Laman ite
queen in the story of Amali ckiah's rise to power:
And it came to pass on the morrow he \Ama li ckiah] entered the city Nephi with his armies, and took
possession of the city.
And now it came to pass that the queen, whe n she
had heard that the ki ng was slai n- fo r Amalick iah had
sent an e mbassy to the q ueen [false ly] informi ng her
that the king had been sla in by his servants, that he had
pursued them wit h his army, but it was in vain, and they
had made their escapeTherefore, when the queen had rece ived this message she sent unto Amalickiah, des iring him that he
wou ld spare the people of the city; and she also des ired
him that he should come in unto her; and she a lso desired him that he should bring witnesses with him to
testi fy concerni ng the death of the ki ng.

"

review.

Brian Christensen made this suggestion after reading a draft of this
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And it came to pass that Amalickiah took the same
servant that slew the king, and all them who were with
him, and went in unto the queen, unto the place where
she sat; and they all testified unto her that the king was
slain by hi s own servants; and they said also: They have
fled; does not this testify against them? And thus th ey
satisfied the queen concerning the death of the king.
And it came to pass that Amalickiah sought the fa~
vor of the queen, and took her unto him to wife; and
thus by his fraud, and by the assistance of his cu nning
servants, he obtai ned the kingdom. (Alma 47:31-35)
This is a thoroughly disturbing story, the more so because the
queen is sympathetically portrayed. She quite clearly feels an ob~
ligation to her people and a distrust of Amalickiah. Whether she is
taken in complete ly is not clear. Perhaps she accepts him as a
suitor out of respect or fear or because she wants to avoid destruc·
tive conflicts. The sad ness of the story lies in her powerlessness
despite her high office. Despite her concerns on behalf of her
people, war comes. Yet, later on in the book of Alma, we read an·
other story that seems directed to those who might appear to be
the most powerless. This occurs after a conflict over ownership of
land and the subsequent possibility of a dangerous political alii·
ance taking place:
And behold. they woul d have carried this plan into
effect, (which would have been a cause to have been lamented) but behold , Morianton being a man of much
passion, therefore he was angry with one of his maid
servants. and he fell upon her and beat her much.
And it came to pass that she fled, and came over to
the camp of Moroni, and told Moroni all things concerning the matter, and also concerning their intentions
to flee into the land northward. (Alma 50:30--3 1)36
Compared to the queen, the servant maid has fewer social obli gations binding to her circumstance. The course she takes obvi36 This story also implies that Moroni. a righteous man. was held in high
regard by this woman. By extension. can we suggest higher panerns of behavior
by righteous men loward women'!
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ously involves real risk and consequence. Yet she makes the effort
and, as a result, not only escapes her oppressor, but also brings
about hi s downfall and secures a benefi t for those who helped her.

Women in Book of Mormon Societies
By the sacred support which we owe 10 OUf wives

and ou r c hildren . (Alma 44:5)
Pearson claims that women in Nephite culture arc margi nal ized and viewed as property. The longer we have worked on this

response, the less inclined we are to accept this charge. Pearson
reads a blessing that the peace of God may "rest upon you, and
upon your houses and lands, and upon your fl ocks and herds, and
all that you possess, you r women and your childre n" (p. 35,
quoting Alma 7:27), The reference to women and chi ldren comes
after the summary statement "all that you possess," not before.
And even so, there are instances when women speak of "my hu sband; . . my sons" (I Nephi 5:8; compare Mosiah 21:9; Alma
19:4-5). It is very clear that marriage in the Book of Mormon is
di vinely ordained and has implications of mutual ob li gation. At
least Pearson's reading can be questioned.
Mormon's fra nk admission of hi s own and his people's imperfections-which Pearson c ites-actually in vites her criticism of
Nephite culture in general or of particular instances of behavio r.
We should be able to cri tic ize in such a fashion while still appreciating the Book of Mormon, if ou r reading is careful and sensitive
to the full impl ications of text and context. For example, in discussin g the story of the journey through the desert from Jerusale m to Bountiful. Hugh Nibley wrote:
The women partiCUlarly had a hard time in the wilderness ( I Nephi 17:20), as they always do, si nce they
do all the work, while the men hunt and talk. "The
Arab ta lks in his lent, cares for the animals. or goes
hun ting, while the women do all the work." The
women have thei r ow n quarters, whic h no man may invade; and an older woman may talk up boldl y to the
she ikh when no one e lse dares to, just as Sariah look
Lehi to task when she thought her sons were lost in the
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desert (I Nephi 5:2-3). All that saved Nephi's life o n
one occasion was the interve ntion of "one of the
daughters of Ishmael, yea, and also her mother, and
one of the sons of Ish mael " ( I Nephi 7: 19), for while
"t he Arab can only be persuaded by hi s own relations," he can only yield to the entreaties of women
without losing face, and indeed is expected to yield to
them, even robbers sparing a victi m who appeals to
them in the name of hi s wife, the daughter of his
uncle. 31
In this example, Nibley heighte ns ou r appreciation of the
Book of Mormon text without suggesting that every act and attitude expressed in the accounts is exemplary. He matter-of-factly
shows us a layer of culture that is very distinct from the gospel
doctrine and therefore subject to criticism rather than to emulation. Thi s seems to be a model approac h, one that adds perspective
and draws us into the text, making it more real and vivid.
Because the Book of Mormon involves several cultures and
peoples, long stretches of time, and different narrators, it is important not to ove rgeneralize particular cond iti ons or perceptions
at one period across the whole text. For example, the way Enos
describes Lamanite soc iety at an early period from an outsider's
perspecti ve is quite different from the way the sons of Mosiah experience it when they give us our only extended look from the
inside. And we should keep in mind the tendency of the writers to
show contrasts; for example, the priests of Noah abandoning the ir
famili es in contrast to Mormon 's covenantal language describing
a "sacred support" owed to one's wife and children, or Jacob's
contrast ing Lamanite fidelity with Nephite infidelity. But one
striking observati on holds true for the whole book:
The behavior and treat ment of women were seen as
an index of social and spiritual health . Many references to women concern their sufferin g during war,
capt ivity, and hardship. Nephi and hi s brothers measure the difficu lty of their travels in terms of the
31 Hugh W. Nib1cy. An Approaclr to lire Book of Mormon, 3rtl ed. (Salt
Lake City: Desere! Book and FARM S, 1988), 25()...51.
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sufferi ng of their wives, though Neph i emphas izes that
the women were made strong like the men, while his
brothers describe their w ives' suffe ri ngs as bei ng worse
than death (1 Ne. 17: 1, 20). Jacob sharply contrasts
male infideli ty with the tenderness of the women

(Jacob 2-3); immora lity is described as preci pitati ng
the collapse of both fa mil y and society. The inhumanity and deprav ity of dy ing civi lizat ions are also described in terms of the suffer ing of women: Laman iles
fed to women and c hil dren the fl esh of the ir dead husba nds and fathe rs (Moro. 9:8); Neph ite women were

sacrifi ced to idols (Morm. 4: 15, 21); Nephites raped
captured Lamanite women, tortured them to death , and
then ale their flesh as a token o f their bravery (Mo ro.

9:9-10)."
Healthy societies
comrast:

In

the Book of Mormon stand in a stark

And now, because of the steadi ness of the c hurch
they began to be exceed ingly rich, hav in g abundance
of all thi ngs whatsoever they stood in need-an abun~
dance of tlocks and herds, and fai li ngs of every kind,
and also abundance of grai n, and of go ld, and of si lver.
and of prec ious things, and abundance of silk and fi ne·
tw ined li nen, and a ll manner of good home ly cloth.
And Ihus, in Ihe ir prosperous circumstances, they
d id not send away any who were naked. or that were
hungry, or that were athi rst. or that were sick, or that
had nol been nourished; and they did not set their
hearts upon ric hes; therefore they were li beral to all.
bot h old and young, both bond and free, both male
and female, whet her out of the c hurch or in the church,
hav ing no respect 10 persons as to those who stood in

need. (A lma 1:29-30)
T hese insights lend persuas ive ev idence to the notion that
Book of Mormon writers did value women far more than has been
38
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claimed. If they did not measure up to our contemporary stan·
dards of historiographical inclusiveness and narrator balance, they
were a different people in a different time. If they had legal and
cu ltural restrictions on women, they quite deliberately excluded
those restrictions from the record, so as not to bind us to their er·
rors. What these writers do say about women deserves great
respect.

Survey Methods and Inclusive Language
We shou ld make a further comment on methods. Pearson says
that she "read the [Book of Mormon] spec ificall y to focus on
what it says about women" (p.34). She "c ircled in red every fe·
male reference" (p. 34). Our initia l responses to her paper in·
valved our own notes and read in g. Later, we used the Infobases™
LDS Collectors Library CD·ROM to locate express ly female refer·
ences. We pe rformed a searc h using the following terms: women,
woman, mother, mothers, daughter, daughters, sister, sisters,
queen, queens, virgin, virgins. maid, maids, maiden, maidens,
handmaids. womb. breast, breasts, harlot, harlots. concubine.
concubines, wisdom, she, her, hers, Eve. Sariah, Abish, Isabel.
Sarah, Mary, wife, wives, whore. prophetess. nurse. nursing.
widow. widows, and female.
This produced 312 hits. When these passages were cut out for
reference. we had about sixty pages of text to digest. Our com·
puter-assisted search brings out a number of references that el icited no comment in Pearson's paper. But notice that this still does
not produce a complete survey of women's presence in the Book
of Mormon.
We searched again for terms that incl ude females: parent. par·
ents. children, and people. This produced 1,724 hits. Among
these hits, the phrases children of men or children of Israel or
children of Christ often appear in doctrinal and prophetic passages. Their use emphasizes the inclusiveness of these passages as
applying equally to men and women.
The plural pronouns they, them. we, ye, and you often must be
understood as inclusive of both genders. Other terms, such as
Nephite, Lamanite, Jew. or gentile. are inclusive except in some
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military contexts. Terms such as the wicked o r the righteous are

expressly gender inclusive.
Furthermore, at various limes, masculine nouns such as men or
he should often be understood as inclusive, equivalem 10 mankind
or whoever. While such use of language runs contrary to current
fashions for explicit gender inclusiveness, we shou ld not expect to
be able to understand an ancient writer by uncritically imposing
contemporary standard s of proper usage. For example, 2 Nephi
9:21 expressly explains that men is used inclusively:
And he cometh into the world that he might save
all men,. . both men , women, and children, who belong to the family of Adam.

Also, see the express inclusiveness of he:
Wherefore, he that fighteth against Zion, both Jew
and Gentile, both bond and free, both male and female.
(2 Nephi 10:16)
As we have seen, the inclusiveness of language has cases where
men are included as part of feminine symbols as well, the most
conspicuous example being Babylon, the whore of all the earth,
consisting of those who fight against Zion. Pearson herself opens
her essay with a definition of femill ism, a word built on a ge nder·
spec ific root, but she assures us that the term nevertheless advo·
cates "the equality of women and men." She rarely g ives Book
of Mormon authors the same latitude in assuming inclusiveness in
their use of language.
This expressly inclusive use of language by Book of Mormon
au thors creates a problem for those studies that try 10 measure the
gender balance and female presence or absence by counting male
versus female pronouns. Our con temporary se nsiti vity to genderinclusive language should not be applied without equa l sensitivity
to the cultura l, biographical, and genre context of the narrative.

Mormon '5 Role in Shaping the Account
Pearson observes that the Book of Mormon mentions individual women far less frequently than does the Bible. She correctly
credits thi s phenomenon to Mormon's Nephite cuhu re and also
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likely biographical influences, such as his military career, but she
does not pursue these issues in the detail they deserve. She does
recognize the importance of asking, "W hat indeed was Morm on's
role in shaping the account?" Several sign ificant sources of in ·
formation answer her question: biography, cul ture, and genre. Un·
fortunately, while she chooses "to believe that the anti·female bias
... is not there from malice but from lack of awareness" (p. 32),
her approach tends 10 alienate the reader from Book of Mormon
writers. She mentions that Mormon was a general and makes a
quip about a hypothetical General Palton edit ing Scarlett 0' Hara
from Gone with the Wind.
Specifically, the first chapter of Mormon's account says that
at the age of ten he was given charge of the sac red writings, at age
eleven he was carried by hi s fath er to Zarahemla during a time o f
great war and wickedness. and by age siltteen he beca me the gen·
eral of an army. From thi s, we infer that. from a very young age.
he underwent a very eltciusive and specialized trai ning. He prob·
ably didn't have much chance to learn about the fe minine sp here.
BUI as we have seen, what he does include about women has an
ev ident deliberation and positive intent.
Of Mormon's accounts Pearson says that "scenes of bl ood·
shed and almost unbelievable violence stain the pages of the book .
. . . The book's violence is unforgenable" (p.34). Pearson re·
ports that the Book of Mormon "vio lates" her spirit, using Ian·
guage loaded with the implication that Mormon is a perpetrator of
crimes through his texl, rather than a witness of them. We should
recognize that neither biblical nor Book of Mormon authors ap·
prove of everything they depict. As a corrective to thi s sense of
violation and in the spirit of ga ining empathy for Mormon's mo ·
tives, we recommend a reading of a 1984 FARMS paper by Li sa
Bolin Hawkin s and Gordon Thomasson, " [ On ly Am Escaped
Alone to Tell Thee: Survivor Witnesses in the Book of Mormon."
It compares the editors of the Book of Mormon with a profile of
those who survi ved the horrors of the Nazi and Soviet death camps
and felt co mpelled to survive and bear witness. It turns out that
Mormon and Moron i fit precisely the profile of a survi vor wilness.
They describe violence because they do not want us to forget. Th e
summary of thi s paper is worth reading:
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• The will 10 remember and record anchors the survivor in
the moral purpose of bearing witness, thus maintaining his own
integrity in consc iou s contradiction of the savagery around him
IMormon 3:11-16; Moroni 9:6-25J.
• Witnessing of his experience is viewed as a duty , even a sa·
ered task (Mormon 3:16; 8:14; 9:31].
• It is instinctively fell, an involuntary outburst, born out of
the horror that no one will be left lMormon 6: 17-22; 8: 1-3 ).
• The task is often carried out despite great risks; often in
secret by depositing the record in a secret archive rMormon 6:6;
80 141·
• Survivors do not witness 10 ionic! guilt or to rationali ze
their own survival. Their mission transcends gui lt and their irrepressible urge to witness arises before any thought of gu ilt surfaces and at their initial stage of adjustment to extremity [Mormon
9 :30-3 1; Moroni 9:3-6J.
• They speak simply to tell, to describe. out of a co mmon
care for life and the future. realizin g that we all live in a realm of
mutual sacrifice {Mormon 4: 17-22; 8:37-40; Moroni 7:45-48] .
• Survival in this sense is a collect ive act; the survivor has
pledged to see that the story is lo ld [Mormon 3: 16].
• The su rvivors speak to the whole world, as a firsthand
eyewitness, one whose words cannot be ignored rMormon
3 016-22: 90301.
• They perceive that "out of horror . . . the truth will
e merge and be made secure." that "good and evil are only clear
in retrospect," for wisdom on ly comes at a terrible price. Thu s.
their mi ssion is to display the "object ive conditions of evil"
rM ormon 5:8-9; 9:31; Moroni 9, 10J . 39
The Hawkins-Tho masson paper teaches us to examine the
motives and humanity behind the accounts of violence in the
Book of Mormon. Just so, few readers of the Book of Mormon
can read the accounts of genocidal con nicts in Bosnia and
Rwanda without recognizing the immediate relevance of the text.
Mormon gives us these stories not because he thought we wanted
39 Li sa Bolin H,Lwkins and Gordon Thomasson, '" Only Am Escaped
Alone to Tell Thee: Survivor Witnesses in the Book of Mormon" ( Provo, Utah:
FARMS, 1984).
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them, but because he knew we needed them. Most of the wars
since World War II have been tribal and ethni c confl icts exactly
like those described in the Book of Mormon.

War in the Book of Mormon
Moroni said unto Zerahemnah:
si re to be men of blood. (Alma 44: I )

. we do not de-

Yea.. [AmalickiahJ was exceedi ngly wroth, and he
did c urse God, and also Moroni , swearing with an oath
that he wou ld drink his blood. (A lma 49:27)
Pearson approaches the text based on the theory that patriarchy and militarism go together. She defines patriarchy as the rule
of the fath ers. Nephite c ulture was clearl y patriarcha l bUI, as we
have seen, they did have more understand in g of the Divine Feminine th an Pearson obse rved. Pearson never defines mi litarism. It
simply means havin g to do with military mailers . In the context of
her interpretive key-that war is a mascu line endeavor, a by-product of patriarchy- her use of the term has pejorative overtones
that go beyond a strict dictionary defin ition. Mi litary mailers do
take up about one third of the book. But this should be expected
in a book edited by a military man . What is the Book of Mormon's attitude toward violence and militarism? Is it a blueprint for
the repression of women and an admonition to embark on a
policy of political and sex ual conquest? Quite the contrary. we
think .
She sees "near unrelenting mil itari sm" (p. 32) in the Nephite
c ulture. We think that her characterizati on of Nephite society as
"patriarchal = milit aristic" is in its own way as misleading as the
common characteri zation of the Nephites as the good guys and
the Lamanites as bad guys. She makes no analysis of any of the
Book of Mormon's explanations for the various conflicts that it
describes. Consequent ly, she does not show how femini sm cou ld
have changed the outcome in any specific case. Since, as we have
seen, the treatment of women is a "barometer" of the health of
the varied Book of Mormon societ ies at different times, such casespec ific criticism could be of use. Yet, we should not overSimp lify
and overgeneralize from one in stance across the whole of Nephite
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or Lamanite history. The Book of Mormon is morally and culturally complex . The reasons for war vary: tragic misunderstandings,
fear, ambitious men, ingrained cu ltural hatreds, defense of home
and family, vengeance, po liti cal rivalry, propaganda, personal
rivalry, and socioeconomic competition for resources. Th e
motivations of the combalants vary too: the Nephites Iypically
fought defensively. Thus her view overlooKs the Book of Mormon's own explanations of the causes of and CUfe for connie!.
Righteous responses 10 war vary:

•
•
Mosiah
•

Active defense (see Alma 43:45-46)
Enduring capti vity and finding nonviolent resolution (see
20:22)
Migration to avoid conflict (see 2 Nephi 5:2- 10; Alma

27:22-26)
• Pacifism to the point of death (see Alma 24:6-30)
• Economic suppon of combatants (see Alma 27:24)
• Lamanite preaching to and convers ion of Gadianton
surgen ts (see Helaman 6:37)

in-

Throughout the Book of Mormon, peace is secured and preserved
on ly through ri ghteousness and never through military means.
The confrontation of thc Anti-Nephi-Lchis with the morality
of war (see A lma 24 and Alma 53:10-21) is much more comp le x,
powerful, and realistic than that found in Aristophanes' Lysistrata,
which Pearson cites, Look at this passage, which shows some of
the moral complexity of passivism:
But it came to pass that when they saw the danger,
and the many afniclions and tribulations which the
Nephiles bore for them, they were moved with compassion and were desirous to take up arms in the defence
of their country, (Alma 53:13)
Compassion moves these pacifists to be willing to take up
arms, and Helaman's compass ion and respect for the oath th ey
made compels him to persuade them to keep their oath despite the
danger.
In pass ing. Pearson suggests contemporary parallels to the
mil itarism of Saddam Husse in 's Iraq and Hitler's "Father lan d."
One character in the Book of Mormon who close ly parallels
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Hussein and Hitler is Zerahemnah, who is certainly not portrayed
as worthy of emulation.
For behold, his [Zerahemnah 's] designs were to stir
up the Lamanites to anger against the Nephites; this he
did that he might usurp great power over them, an d
also that he might gain power over the Nephites by
bringing them into bondage.
And now the design of the Ncphites was to support
their lands, and their houses, and their wives, and their
children, that they mi ght preserve them from the hand s
of their enem ies; and also that they mi ght preserve
their rights and their privi leges, yea, and also their lib·
erty, that they might worship God according to their
desires. (Alma 43:8-9)
If there is to be a better solution to this particular kind of
threat, Moroni would like to hear of it.

And thus he was preparing to support their liberty,
their lands, their wives. and their children, and their
peace, and that they might li ve unto the Lord their
God ....
Now, they were sorry to take up arms against the
Lamanites, because they did not delight in the shedding of blood; yea, and this was not all-they were
sorry to be the means of send ing so many of their
brethren out of thi s world into an eternal world, unprepared to meet their God.
Nevertheless. they cou ld not suffer to lay down
their li ves, that their wives and their children should be
massacred by the barbarous cruelty of those who were
once their brethren, yea, and had dissented from their
church, and had left them and had gone to destroy
them by joi ning the Lamanites. (Alma 48: 10, 23-24)

On Being a Reader in a Strange Land: Violation of
the Spirit, or Enlarging of the Soul?
Pearson remarks that
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The valuable things I have gleaned from the Book
of Mormon have been bought at the expense of pUIting my femaleness aside and ignoring what is said of
it. And while I am more than my femaleness, my femaleness is a profound and highly valued part of me,
and to have to put it away when I pick up the book
violates my sp irit. (p. 34)
By now, it should be plain that we believe that Pearson overlooks much that is positive and important and is much too harsh
in her judgments. We do grant the general direction of her criti-

cism-the Book of Mormon is not as gender balanced as she and
many other women might prefer. But what really happens when
she puts her femaleness aside and en ters into the text on its own
terms?
"Pure knowledge," says Doctrine and Covenants 121 :42,
"shall greatl y en large the soul." The story of Enos in the Book
of Mormon demonstrates that enlargement of the sou l: Enos's
concern and e mpathy grows to enc ircle not only his family and
kin, but also his adversaries. The best writing enlarges the soul. but
only if we let the pure knowledge enter and do its work. If,
speak ing as middle-class, middle-aged, white American Mormons,
we feel violated when we encounter essential differences in ou r
reading or conversat ion, in a book by a feminist; a poem by a
black, Native American, Chinese, or Hispanic writer; a statement of
fa ith by a Catholic or a Jew; a web page in which a Muslim woman
exp lains her views of the veil ; a Protestant on the experience o f
being born aga in ; an agnostic describing a loss of faith; a Hindu
exp laining hi s opinions about cross-cul tural marriage; or a document of life from a medieval o r ancient Hebrew culture, is the fact
of difference in the other necessarily to blame? Does not th e
openness or brittleness of reader ideology in the face of another
perspect ive contribute something to the different reader ex perience of empathy and en li ghtenment. an enlarging of the soul , or a
contrasting se nse of personal violation?
Given that many of us have read the Book of Mormon to see
what it says about women, what accounts for the difference in our
appreciation? Such appreciation is not just a mailer of gender diffe rence. As we compose this response, Shauna often expresses her
passion for the Book of Mormon. Where Shauna says, "It's
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beautiful!" Pearson reports that "W hen I encounter the occasional Slatement that would appear inviting to women, I Slare at il
as al an anachronism" (p . 34). This reminds us of Th omas
Kuhn's observation that
In sc ience ... novelty emerges only with difficulty,
man ifested by resistance, against a background provided by expectat ion. . . . Anomaly appears only
against the background provided by the paradigm. The
more precise and far-reaching Ihat paradigm is, the
more sensitive an indicator il provides of anomaly and
hence an occasion for paradigm change. 4o
Reading Pearson's comment in this light. and comparing our responses to hers. we conclude that she overl ooked some of the
things we found simply because she did not expect to see them,
and, perhaps, something in her resisted finding some of the things
we saw. We have to consider the historical exemplars and ideol ogie s that define her background expectations and foc us her attention. And some of the things that she finds to be profoundly offensive. Other women accept without reservation as narrator perspecti ve, just as easily as contemporary reade rs accept Dickens,
Twain, or Austin for themselves, expec ting to have a richer life
because of their readi ngs. To read negatively, Shauna says, emphasizing her acti ve choice. wou ld rob her of a positive experience. An observation by Betty Edwards is apt in this instance:
Most of us tend to see parts of a form hierarchica lly. The parts that are important (that is, provided a
lot of in formatio n), or the parts that we decide are
larger, or the parts that we th ink should be larger, we
see as larger than they actually are. Conversely, parts
that are unimportant, or that we decide are smaller, or

40 Thomas S. Kuhn, TM Slructure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd ed.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970).64--65. Also see a long article on
paradigm debate in Mormon circles: Kcvin Christensen, "Paradigms Crossed,"
Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 7/2 (1995): 144-2[8.
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that we think should be smal ler, we see as being smaller
than they actually arc. 41
Women's voices can provide useful and necessary correct ives
to male perspectives, perceptions, and values. Many of the significant accounts of the roles that women played in Mormon history
have been overlooked in the official histories and have been th e
subject of much interest by Lauer-day Saint historians in recent
decades. 11 is entire ly good and proper to add to OU f understand ing by broadening our reading and seeki ng neglected writers
and stories. Pearson herself has provided valuable perspectives in
her book Good-bye, I Love YOIl, and elsewhere in her poems,
plays, and essays . The same book reveals much to ex plain the
frustration that emerges in her critique of the Book of Mormon.42
We understand that she came by those frustrations honestly and
has the right to ask the questions that she has and we hope that she
finds our response worthy of those concerns. Pearson calls for
more feminine input into social decision-making. Here, we agree.
So does President Hinckley--one of the recurrent messages of the
last few general conference sessions has been the inclusion of
women's voices in ward cou ncils.

Politically Corrected Scriptures, or Contextually
Corrected Readings?
Toward the end of her essay, Pearson suggests "co rrecting"
th e scriptures to remove offens ive passages (she votes against all
references to the whore) and adding more ge nder-inclus ive language (making addresses more inclusive of brothers and sisters) .
We have presented evidence that the language in the Book of
Mormon is morc gender-inc lusive than she has observed. She ad41 Bcuy Edwards. Drawing Oil Ihe Righi Si(/e 0/ Ihe lJrain: A COllrse ill
En/r(lIIcing Crealivily alld Arlislic COlljidel1ce (Los Angeles: Tarcher, 1979) .
134, emphasis in the original. Compare I Nephi 19:6-7.
42 In particular, "Where could I go 10 find healing for the wound to the
woman in me? Only 10 God. But ... didn't God prefer men too," in her memoir.
Good.byl', I wI'e YOII (New York: Random House, 1986).80. This is her facing a
moment such as when " m:lOY hearts died. pierced wilh deep wounds:' Such feetings ;'IS expressed here mailer a great deal to many people. Pearson is not the
only utter-day Saint woman with such concerns.
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mits to argu ing with herse lf about the notion of chang ing scripture. But, in su pport of the notion. she cites a few val id examples
where the words of hymns have been changed to avoid giv ing offense. However. her two examples in which the church has
changed sc riptural texts to avoid giving offense are not only
problematic in their descript ion but also in structive in their actual
resolution. She remarks that "The great and abom inable chu rch
used to be characterized as the Catholic Church, but the later ed ilions of McConkie's Mormon Doclrine show the change from that
because we do not want to offend Catho lics" (p.39). Actually, as
a superb art icle by Stephen Robinson shows,43 the assoc iation of
the great and abomi nable church with the Catholic Church goes
back to Luther. not to the Book of Mormon. The Cathol ic Ch urch
cannot be the great and abominable chu rch in the Book of Mormon for two reasons. First, it did not exist when the specific actions attributed to the hi storical mode l took place. Second, the
symbolic great and abominab le church is not a specific institut ion,
but is rather all th ose who fight against Zion (see I Neph i 11: 36) .
McConkie's interpretation was nol preapproved by the First Preside ncy before publication. and was, in fact , criticized by President
Marion G. Romney and by Elder Mark E. Peterson upon publication. What needed changing was not the Book of Mormon. bul
the faulty. cuhurnlly conditioned interpretation of the Book of
Mo rm on.
In her second example, Pearson observes that "white and deli ghtsome" in the Book of Mormon has been changed to " pure
and deligh tso me," "clearly because we do not want to offend
peop le of co lor" (p.39). In Hebrew, however, "whi te" and
"pure" are interchangeable equiva lents referring to moral behavi or and in context have no connotation of race or skin color.
(Co mpare Daniel 12: I 0 and Lamentations 4:7-8. where before a
moral fa ll Nazarites can both be "w hiter than milk" and "more
ruddy in body than rubies" and 2 Nephi 30:6.) Hugh Nibley
looks at the similar use of language in various Sem itic texts and
concludes that, in that cu ltural context, the formulaic express ions
" white and delig ht so me" and the cont rary "dark
and

43 See Stephen E. Robinson. "Nephi's Great and Abominable Church,"
journal of Book of Mormon Studies 7/ 1 (1998): 32-39.
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loathsome" have noth ing to do with race, or ski n color, and everything to do with charactcr. 44 Agai n, the change to 2 Nephi 30:6.
which was orig ina lly made by Joseph Smith, was j ust ified by the
orig inal sense of the language and wa.~ made to prevent misinterpretatio n, not to bow to popular taste.
A better example of a c hanged scripture would have been
adding the phrase SOrl of to the passage about the virgin bei ng the
mother of God (see I Nephi I I : 18). Perhaps some of Josep h
Smith's rev isions to the Bible cou ld be examined. The d iffere nce
in these examples involves notions of doctrina l cons istency a nd
clarity, rat her than a more subject ive co ncern with remov ing passages deemed offensive.
Even so, by learni ng to be beller readers of the sc riptu res
th rough understandi ng their bac kg rou nd and cultural context, we
can oft en overcome the kinds of negalive experience that Pearson
has e ndured. On the ot her hand, we agree with Pearson that the
cu rrent LOS ed ucational materials, ind uding magazines, lesson
matcrials, mcdia, talks, and fi resides, can often be criticized, and
then revised and improved to our benefit. Thi s would improve the
contex.ts and conceptions that we bring to ou r readi ng of the Boo k
of Mormon, the Bi ble, and our history.

Seeing Ea ch Other Clea rl y
One th ing that we have found particu larl y e nligh teni ng bears
o n some of Pearson's comments about the differences between
me n and women and, further, o n the whole tendency to frame
certain issues in ma le versus fcma le terms. She comments on research showing "a partic ul ar tendency in e it her the female bra in
or fema le socialization that encourages women and girls rathe r
cons isten tl y to choose cooperation over competition.
Men
seem programmed to be more aggress ive than women" (p.34).
However, these same tendencies, and the polar male/fe male generalizat ions that cOllle from them, can also be accounted for with
Jungian Type Theo ry.45 Type Theory looks at personality as
44 Sec Hugh W. Niblcy. Silla CUlIlorah, 2nd cd. (Salt Lakc Ci1Y: Descre\
Hook and FARMS, 1988).216- 111.
45 Wc would suggcSt thc wondcrfully cnlightcning hooks on the MyersBriggs Type Indic:ltor (MBTI)®, such as Otto Kroeger and Janel Thucssen, Type
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based o n the interaction of preferences. akin to handedness, in
fo ur pairs of comple mentary processes:
•
•
•
•

personal orientation towards Extraversion vs. Introversion
gathering information via Sens ing vs. Intuition
deciding with Thinking vs. Feeling
living with Judgment vs. Perceiving

Four sets of preferences comb ine to form sixteen diffe re nt
types. The only pair that shows a significa nt gender difference is
for deciding based on Thinking or Feeling. T wo·thirds of all
males prefer to decide with thinki ng and two-thirds of all females
decide with feeling. People with the th inking preference tend to
prefer justice: people with the fee ling preference tend to prefer
mercy. This tendency may underlie why the Book of Mormon
applies feminine gender 10 me rcy and male gender to justice.
For behold, justice exerc iseth all his demands, and
also mercy c1ai meth a ll which is her ow n; and thus,
none bUI the trul y penitent are saved. (A lma 42:24)
This use of imagery is fine, deriving from general tendencies
in populations . However. when dea ling with indi viduals, the assumpt io n of trai ts based on male or female gender, rather than o n
type preference, is wrong a third of the lime, more than e nough to
be tragically misleading. Furthermore, Type Theory opens the
question as to whether the "compet iti veness" versus "cooperati on" issue that Pearson raises should even be addressed as a gender issue. If a th ird of all men have the fee lin g preference, and a
third of all women have the thi nkin g preference, the ensuing difference in "competitive ness" versus "coope rat io n" is not really
at base a gender issue. It has to do with an inborn preference that
for individuals is independent of gender. Therefore, gender-based
critic ism may not on ly be reductive and divisive, but misleading.
Type Theory not on ly moves the male/female dialogue from the
old grooves, but by providing sixteen types, rather than just two, it
Talk (New York: Delta Books, 1988); David Keirsey and Marilyn Bates. Please
UnderSltutdMe: C/wraclertutd Temperament Types (Del Mar, Calif.: Prometheus
Nemesis. 1984); Sandra Hirsh and Jean Kummerow. Uft Typu (New York:
Warner, 1989): and Isabel B. Myers. GIfts Differing (Palo Alto, Calif.:
Consulting Psychologists Press, 1980).
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instantly increases the number and variety of strong role models
available to individuals.

New and Powerful Images of Women and Femaleness
Pearson ca ll s on us to "create new and powerful images of
women and femaleness, .. new volu mes of hi story and indeed
new scripture that will fill our minds and our hearts with positive
female pictures, pictures of women serving as full and fully hon ored partners in our religious life" (p.40). We have tried to answer this call in our response by readi ng closely, enlargi ng contexts, listeni ng to critiques, and reading agai n. We have learned
some things that have transformed familiar stories and have become alert to overlooked feminine presence in the text.
Obviously, much more cou ld be said. Where can Latter-day
Saint women look? With respect to the Book of Mormon in particular, the arts can fill in some voids.
The Book of .\1ormon paintings of Minerva Teichert have
lately drawn attention. 46 And one notable aspect of her work is its
inclusion of female images. In Orson Scott Card 's five-volume
sc ience fiction retell ing of the Book of Mormon, his Homecom in g
series, beginning with The Memory of Earlh,47 he has actuall y
done what Pearson has recommended, that is, created new and
powerful images by imagining a large cast of female characters in
Book of Mormo~ plots and telling their stories. Like Teichert, he
has done so in a way that shows hi s love for the text, rather th an
impatience with it. We believe that love wi ll always provide bener
critic ism than anger because love sees with greater insight , empathy, and clarity. What if one does nOI agree with Card's artistic
vision? Fine, he is just one voice. What if Teichert's paintings
aren't su ffi cient? Other voices work with history, scholarship,
drama, novels, poetry, songs, personal essays, and art. Other approaches and critical tools are available, not the least of which is
inspi ration.

46 See Edgar C. Snow Jr:s review of The Book of Mormon Ptlilllillgl' of
Minerva Teicherl. by John W. Welch and Doris R. Dant, on pages 62-66 in this
review.
47 See Orson Scot! Card, The Mrlllory of&/rth (New York: TOR. (992).
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We still have exampl es of great women from the BibleSarah's taki ng her turn on the lion couch as an equal to Abraham
and Isaac,48 Deborah and Huldah' s prophesyi ng for Israel, Anna
and Mary, and Mary and Martha. We still have our own lively
hi story with Eliza's lovely hymns, Emma's sacrifices and confli cts, Lucy Mack Smith's pride and sorrow, and many others.
And we do have a lively present, with many voices active and
anx ious ly engaged.
Mormon women have participated fully in a rich hi story and
participate in a rich present. As for Pearson, her story has become
a part of the community story. We should enlarge our appreciation of the richness of our history and our present, inclus ive of the
unhi storic women and of the women who have found their way
into the spotli ght of hi story.
Whether we have a small part of the stories and names of th e
women in the Book of Mormon, or nothing at all, they did have
li ves and they do mailer to the whole story. We have found in our
searches and read ing that women are not as absent from the text
and that the language is much more inclusive than Pearson and
other readers claim. True, the women's perspective is offered infrequently, but, as we shall see, given the cultures, genres, and speci fi c narrators involved, this should be neither surprising nor disturbing. Desp ite the patriarchal perspective of the narrators, the
presence of women begins with the first line-being born of
good ly parents-and continues to Moroni 's sad refl ections on the
un imaginable sufferin g he witnesses. Women figure significantly
in most of the major narratives of the book, in the journeys and
adve ntures in Jeru salem ; the desert and ocean crossings; the divisions in the colonies; Be njamin 's coronation ritu al; the migrations,
conflicts, and escapes that fill the book of Mos iah; the conversions, apostasies, and wars in Alma; the visitation of Christ; the lared ite tragedy ; and the final destructive wars. In our reading, even
the man y roles suggested by the explicit feminine terms cannot
fully encompass the range of femal e experiences described in the
text. We see women acting in a range of roles that is far broader
than can be expressed through the expressly female noun s in the
48 See Hugh W. Nibley, 'The Sacrifice of Sarah," fmprov~m~nt Era (A pril
1970): 79-95 .
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text, for ex:ample: advocate. pioneer, worshiper, convert, com-

batant, conspirator, ruler, servalll, witness, victim. laborer. marlyr,
prophetess, planter, dancer, colonizer, explorer. priestess (Isabel),
ruler (Lamanite queens), artists and artisans, clothiers, prisoner.
mourner, spy, fashion designers and cOrlmmers for borh good and
ill (neat and comely versus cosIly and gaudy), craftsperson,
teacher, exemplar, and fugitive.
All of this goes to suggest that women playa broader role in
the Book of Mormon narratives than appears to the casual reader.
More importantly. few readers have noticed the typological significance of the occasions when indi vidual women figure prominently in the text.
Pearson complains that the majority of women in the Book of
Mormon are the " name less" and "faceless" (p .35). That is just
as true of the men in history, as in life. Most are si mply hu sbands,
fathers, and sons. Does that mean they don't matter? The description of Dorothea near the end of George E liot's Middlemarclr
makes an important point.
Dorothea herself had no dreams of being praised
above other women, feeling that there was always
somethi ng better which s he might have done, if she had
only been better and known bener . . . . Her full nature
... spent itself in channel s which had no great name
o n the earth. But the effect of her being on those
around her was incalculably diffusive: for the growing
good of the world is part ly dependent on unhistoric
acts; and ... [all those DorolheasJ who lived faithfully
a hidden life, and rest in unvisited tombs. 49
Impl icit in George Eliot's observation that the growing good of
the world depends partially on un historic acts is the fact that we do
need public role models to he lp us grow and develop. The g rowing good of Mormonism depends on both the hi storic and unrecognized acts. We have the faithful. hidden li ves, but we also
have worthy historic acts, many of which deserve to be beller
known and appreciated. As we te ll our stories and live our lives, we
49
81 I.

George Eliot, Middlel1lflrcJr (New York: Penguin Books, 1964), 808-9,
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trust that ou r vision may be clear and that our actions and the consequences of those actions may truly contribute to the grow ing
good.

